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Abstract
This paper provides a brief historical discussion of action research (AR), from its emergence as a distinct research approach
after World War II to its relatively recent use in the field of information systems (IS). Based on a review of the research methods
literature, it presents and discusses three main threats inherent in action research, called ‘‘uncontrollability’’, ‘‘contingency’’,
and ‘‘subjectivity’’; and three methodological antidotes to deal with these three action research threats, called ‘‘unit of analysis’’,
‘‘grounded theory’’, and ‘‘multiple iterations’’. Both the threats and the antidotes are discussed in the context of a real
information systems action research study that investigated the impact of computer support on the success of group-based
business process improvement (BPI) attempts.
D 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Action research; Grounded theory; Information systems; Computer-mediated communications; Email; Business process
improvement

1. Introduction
The emergence of organizational action research
(AR) and its later use in the information systems (IS)
field [8,13] has been motivated by the recognition that
an organization can be more deeply understood if the
researcher is part of it, which can be achieved by the
researcher facilitating improvement-oriented change
in the organization [6,17,24,25,39,62,73]. This type
of involvement is also believed to foster cooperation
between researcher and those who are being studied,
information exchange, and commitment towards both
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generating valid research conclusions and desirable
organizational changes [41,62,65,69].
Conducting organizational AR involves helping an
organization solve its problems and become ‘‘better’’
in terms of some of its key attributes such as productivity, the quality of their products and/or services, and
working conditions. At the same time, AR involves
collecting, analyzing, and drawing conceptual and
theoretical conclusions from organizational research
data. This combination of ‘‘action’’ and ‘‘research’’ in
organizational settings is perhaps the most appealing
aspect of organizational AR [25,93,94]. In spite of the
advantages that this combination of ‘‘action’’ and
‘‘research’’ can bring about, the use of AR in organizational research and, more specifically, in IS
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research, has been very limited [69,71,83]. This is
surprising, particularly given AR’s potential for generating outcomes that are relevant to industry practitioners pointed out by Truex [101] and highlighted by
the guest-editors of a recently published special issue
on IS AR of the journal Information Technology and
People [65].
Obviously, there must be reasons why AR is
underrepresented. A review of the research literature
suggests that AR poses unique ‘‘threats’’ to research
success [46,47,79,87], which can potentially lead to a
high proportion of failures in the conduct of AR and
scare away potential adopters of AR as an approach
for organizational research. This paper addresses this
problem by presenting and discussing three fundamental ‘‘threats’’ posed by AR to researchers, as well
as three methodological ‘‘antidotes’’ for the threats.
Both the threats and the antidotes are discussed in the
context of a real IS AR study that investigated the
impact of computer support on the success of groupbased business process improvement (BPI) attempts
[64]. The paper is organized as follows.
The section ‘‘Action research and its use in information systems’’ provides a brief historical discussion
of AR, from its emergence as a distinct research
approach after World War II to its relatively recent
use in the field of IS. This section also contrasts AR
with other research approaches in IS. This is followed
by the section ‘‘The three threats of action research’’,
which presents and discusses three key threats posed
by AR to researchers: Uncontrollability, contingency,
and subjectivity. The discussion is based on a review
of both the AR literature as well as the more general
literature on research methods.
The section ‘‘Dealing with the action research
threats: a discussion of three methodological antidotes’’ presents and discusses three methodological
antidotes to deal with the AR threats identified in the
previous section. The antidotes are developed from
the general literature on research methods and are
called unit of analysis, grounded theory, and multiple
iterations. The following section, ‘‘Spotting the
threats: a look at a real information systems action
research study’’, discusses the three threats based on a
real IS AR study whose main goal was to investigate
the impact of electronic communication support on
BPI groups. The following section, ‘‘Applying the
methodological antidotes’’, discusses the application

of the antidotes in the context of the IS AR study
presented in the previous section. Finally, the ‘‘Conclusion’’ section concludes with a call for unity among
those who subscribe to and practice AR and those
who do not for reasons related to their epistemological
orientation.

2. Action research and its use in information
systems
Although there is controversy about its origins, AR
seems to have been independently pioneered in the
US and Great Britain in the early 1940s. Kurt Lewin is
generally regarded as one of its pioneers [6,25]
through his work on group dynamics in the US. He
is also believed to have been the first person to use the
term ‘‘action research’’ [73]. Lewin [72] defined AR
as a specific research approach in which the researcher
generates new social knowledge about a social system, while at the same time attempting to change it
[21,72,85]. A distinctive thrust of AR has also developed after World War II in Great Britain at the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations in London. There,
AR was used as an innovative method to deal with
sociological and psychological disorders arising from
prison camps and war battlefields [41,87].
In AR, ‘‘action’’ and ‘‘research’’ are combined into
a structured process usually referred to as the AR
cycle [34], of which variations exist [76]. Perhaps the
most widely accepted view of the AR cycle is that
provided by Susman and Evered [97] in what is
believed to be a seminal article that laid the foundations of modern organizational AR. Fig. 1 shows
Susman and Evered’s [97] AR cycle, which comprises

Fig. 1. Susman and Evered’s [97] AR cycle.
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Table 1
Contrasting AR with other more traditional IS research approaches
Experimental research
Has its roots in the scientific practice of biologists, physicists, and
physicians, where variables are manipulated over time, associated
numeric data is collected, and causal or correlation models are tested
through standardized statistical analysis procedures. The researcher
has a strong control over the environment being observed.
Experimental research is typically applied to test models or
hypotheses. Typical instances are Chidambaram and Jones’ [26]
study of the impact of communication medium and computer support
on teams in dispersed and face-to-face meetings by comparing
experiments where some groups used a group decision support
system and others did not; and Gallupe et al.’s [49] comparative study
where production blocking was manipulated in three experiments so
the performance of blocked and unblocked electronic brainstorming
and verbal brainstorming groups could be assessed.
Survey research
Has its roots in the work of economists and sociologists. The
researcher typically has a considerable sample to be analyzed, which
suggests the use of questionnaires with questions that are easy to be
answered and that permit quantitative evaluation ‘‘a posteriori’’.
Survey research is typically applied to test models or hypotheses.
Typical instances are the survey involving 49 organizations in
Southern California performed by Winter [102], which shows that
computers can act as symbols of status; and Brynjolfsson and Hitt’s
[16] survey based on firm-level data from 1987 to 1991 about 380
large firms, which evaluates those firms’ return on investment in IS.
Case research
Has its roots in general business studies, particularly those using
what is referred to as the ‘‘Harvard Method’’ [40]. The researcher
typically studies a small sample of organizations in depth. Cases are
analyzed either to build up or validate models or theories, typically
through collection of textual data in interviews. Typical instances are
the on-site case research performed at a large corporation by Alavi
[2] where she assessed the utilization of an electronic meeting system
by employees; and the interview-based research performed by Trauth
and O’Connor [100] to analyze the influences and impacts of
cultural, economic, and political factors on the establishment and
evolution of information technology firms in the Republic of Ireland.
Action research
Has its roots in studies of social and workplace issues. The researcher
typically studies a small sample of organizations in depth, using
participant observation and interviews as key data collection
approaches. AR is often uniquely identified by its dual goal of both
improving the organization participating in the research project,
usually referred to as ‘‘client organization’’, and at the same time
generating academic knowledge. Although typically applying very
little, if any, control on the environment being studied, the researcher
is expected to apply some form of ‘‘positive’’ intervention—typically
as a service to the client organization. A typical instance is the research
on the participatory development and introduction of an expert
system in a welding plant conducted by Candlin and Wright [19].
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five stages: Diagnosing, action planning, action taking, evaluating, and specifying learning. The diagnosing stage involves the identification by the researcher
of an improvement opportunity at a prospective client
organization that is likely to lead to the development
of relevant knowledge. Action planning involves the
joint development and consideration of alternative
courses of action to attain the improvement identified
and knowledge development. Action taking involves
the selection and implementation of one of the courses
of action considered in the previous stage. Evaluating
involves the study of the outcomes of the selected
course of action. Finally, specifying learning involves
assessing the outcomes of the evaluating stage and,
based on this assessment, knowledge generation in the
form of a conceptual or theoretical model describing
the situation under study.
While AR has been used in IS research since the
1980s [12], independent surveys conducted during the
early and late 1990s lead to the conclusion that AR’s
representation in the field of IS has been very small
[69,83]. Given AR’s potential advantages for the
conduct of IS research, particularly the likelihood that
AR studies incorporate outcomes that are relevant to
industry practitioners [65,101] since AR often begins
with the identification of problems faced by industry
practitioners, the small representation of published
AR studies in the field of IS comes as a surprise.
The literature on IS research methods suggests that
three approaches have accounted for most of the
published investigations in the field: experimental,
survey, and case research [22,47,83]. Table 1, which
builds on Kock et al.’s [67] discussion, provides a
brief description of these three IS research approaches
and contrasts them with AR.
The lack of AR representation in the IS literature
becomes more understandable when some of AR’s
potential ‘‘threats’’ to research success and publication
are investigated. This investigation is conducted next,
with an emphasis on three threats that have been
widely recognized not only by detractors of AR, but
also by those who subscribe to and practice AR.

3. The three threats of action research
An investigation of the research methods literature, and in particular of the AR literature, suggests
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the existence of AR threats that have been repeatedly
reported and that seem to require particular attention
in the development of methodological tools for
improving AR in general and ensure that its use in
the field of IS will lead to successful research outcomes [8,9,34,39,44 – 48,55,59,60,67,70,71,77,79,88,
89,97]. These threats, which are referred to here as
uncontrollability, contingency, and subjectivity threats,
seem to be associated with the ‘‘emergent’’ nature of
most AR investigations [46,47], where a theoretical
model emerges from the research data rather than
being defined a priori and tested against that data
[52]. This epistemological characteristic, present in the
vast majority of AR investigations, and its associated
problems, have also been addressed by Orlikowski
and Baroudi’s [83] methodological and epistemological discussion of IS research, and by Phillips and
Pugh [86] in their comparative study of doctoral
programs and approaches. Orlikowski and Baroudi’s
[83] widely cited article identifies similar threats as
associated with research that does not conform closely
with positivist research traditions, particularly research where the researcher interacts with the environment and the subjects being studied, and where theoretical models emerge from the research data rather
than being tested against that data.
The focus of this paper on the uncontrollability,
contingency, and subjectivity threats is motivated by
the repeated references to instances of these threats
and their negative research consequences in the AR
literature, and their discussion in the general research
literature in reference to research methods and
approaches that have some of the key characteristics
of AR. This suggests that these three threats require
particular attention in the development of methodological guidelines for improving the outcomes of
AR. Each of these threats is individually discussed
below.
3.1. The uncontrollability threat
Even though in AR the researcher attempts to
change the environment being studied, he or she does
not usually have full control over that environment
[8,34,55,59,67]. While this characteristic of AR facilitates the emergence of theoretical models from the
research data [52,97], it also creates problems for the
researcher. The uncontrollability threat of AR comes

from the fact that the researcher’s degree of control
over the environment being studied and the research
subjects is always incomplete, even less so when the
relationship between researcher and subjects begins
with the AR study and has no prior history. In this
respect, Avison et al. [9, p. 30] correctly point out that:
‘‘Rarely will an organization cede ultimate authority
for organizational action to an external researcher.
This guarded commitment is reasonable since the
researcher’s motives are divided between research
goals and organizational problem-solving goals.’’
The essence of the uncontrollability threat is that
while the environment being studied will often change
in ways that have been predicted by the researcher,
sometimes change will happen in ways that are
completely unexpected [79]. The change may in some
cases force the researcher to revisit his or her methods,
theoretical assumptions, and even his or her research
topic before a single iteration of the AR cycle is
completed. Also, the researcher may be forced to
abandon the research site before the study is completed due to events that are outside of his or her
sphere of control [67,79].
3.2. The contingency threat
In addition to not usually having full control over
the environment being studied or study subjects,
playing the role of an agent of change usually grants
the researcher access to a considerably large body of
data [77,87,88], often more than he or she can handle
[66,97]. The problem is that this body of data is
usually ‘‘broad and shallow’’, rather than ‘‘narrow
and deep’’ like the bodies of data collected through,
for example, experimental research [59,60,67,68]. The
vast body of ‘‘shallow’’ data collected through AR
studies seldom provides cumulative evidence that
points to a particular effect or refers to a particular
construct, and is often difficult to analyze because the
rich context in which it is collected makes it difficult
to separate out different components that refer to
particular effects or constructs [67,70,71,87].
The contingency threat comes from AR’s inherent
obstacles to isolation of evidence related to particular
effects and constructs from the contextual ‘‘glue’’ in
which they are naturally found. ‘‘Contingency’’ here
is used as synonymous with difficulty to generalize
research findings, or difficulty to apply the research
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findings in contexts different from the one in which
they were generated. That is, highly contingent findings carry little external validity [15,29]. Regarding
the degree of difficulty associated with the isolation
and analysis of ‘‘units’’ of research data, AR could
be seen as being at the high end of a scale of
difficulty of effect and construct isolation, whereas
experimental research could be seen as being at the
low end of the scale [39,67,88,89]. In experimental
research, the effect of one particular variable on
another can be easily isolated through experimental
controls. This is not possible in AR without making it
lose some of the elements that characterize it as
such—i.e., given AR’s own definition, if an AR
project employs control groups it can no longer be
called AR, and should be seen as a field experiment
[46,48,57,67,88,89].
3.3. The subjectivity threat
The deep involvement of researchers with client
organizations in AR studies may hinder good research
by introducing personal biases in the conclusions [42].
This is particularly true in situations involving a
conflict of interests. With respect to this, Galliers
[46, p. 152] points out that AR ‘‘. . . places a considerable responsibility on the researcher when objectives are at odds with other groupings.’’ While deep
personal involvement from the part of the researcher
has the potential to bias research results, it is inherent
in AR because it is impossible for a researcher to both
be in a detached position and at the same time exert
positive intervention on the environment and subjects
being studied. This is particularly true when the
number of situations experienced by the researcher
is small and the emotional intensity of this involvement is high. Research on human cognition has shown
not only that human beings rely mostly on experiential learning for the acquisition of knowledge, but also
that those experiences that are accompanied by
intense emotional discharges (e.g., anger, fear) are
remembered more vividly than those in which there is
little emotion involved [50,91]. The downside of this
phenomenon is that it is also likely to distort the way
in which people in general, and AR practitioners in
particular, may perceive events and situations where
there is a high degree of personal involvement,
especially when these situations involve conflict,
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stress, or any events that may lead to an emotional
response.
The subjectivity threat hinges on the fact that, in
AR, the personal involvement of the researcher is
likely to push him or her into interpreting the research
data in particular and potentially subjective ways, and
that, as a result, some of these interpretations may end
up being completely wrong. Some common interpretation biases have been identified by the literature
[4,5,37,103], one of which is particularly relevant in
the context of AR. That is the ‘‘externalization’’ bias,
whereby an individual has difficulty assigning blame
for ‘‘negative’’ outcomes of his or her own actions
(e.g., dissatisfaction or frustration by his or her peers)
to himself, instead trying to find ways to explain those
‘‘negative’’ outcomes based on factors that are external to him or her [3,5,37]. In IS AR, for example, this
could lead to the wrong interpretation that certain
‘‘negative’’ behavioral patterns associated with dissatisfaction or frustration observed in research subjects
are reactions to an information technology when in
reality those behavioral patterns may be primarily
motivated by the researcher himself and his or her
own actions.

4. Dealing with the action research threats: a
discussion of three methodological antidotes
In this section, principles are developed to address
the three AR threats reviewed above. These principles
are referred to as methodological ‘‘antidotes’’. Three
methodological antidotes are proposed and individually discussed below. They are referred to as unit of
analysis, grounded theory, and multiple iterations
antidotes, and are based on three main methodological
‘‘tools’’. The first methodological tool is the unit of
analysis method [30,38,104– 106]. The second methodological tool is Glaser and Strauss’s [53] grounded
theory methodology (see also Refs. [51,52,95,96]).
The third methodological tool is the multiple AR
cycle iteration method [61,67,97].
4.1. The unit of analysis antidote
The unit of analysis antidote is based on the use of
the unit of analysis method [30,38,104 – 106], which
prescribes that research data collection and analysis
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should be centered on units of analysis identified prior
to the beginning of the research study. For example,
units of analysis in IS AR research may be the
‘‘individual’’ user of information technology, or the
‘‘group’’ engaged in the use of a collaboration technology.
Usually, the more instances of a unit of analysis are
studied in different contexts, the higher the external
validity of findings relating patterns that are observed
in different instances of the unit of analysis. Moreover, the more instances of a unit of analysis for which
research data can be obtained, the more likely it is that
statistical analysis techniques can be used to ascertain
whether an observed trend (e.g., a particular behavior
observed in many instances of the unit of analysis) is
or is not due to chance [30,38,54]. And, ascertaining
whether an observed trend is or is not due to chance is
very important when the frequency distribution of the
observed trend is scattered (i.e., the trend is not
observed in all instances), which is often the case in
AR [94].
The unit of analysis antidote counteracts the negative effects of all three AR threats when used in
combination with the other methodological antidotes
(this is discussed in the following sections), and
particularly of the contingency threat, as it provides
the basis on which to increase the external validity of
research findings that refer to observable patterns in
different instances of one or more units of analysis
[15,29]. While this may seem obvious, the unit of
analysis method has seldom been explicitly used in
AR [57,67,71].
4.2. The grounded theory antidote
The grounded theory antidote is based on the use
of an adaptation of Glaser and Strauss’s [53] grounded
theory methodology. At the core of the grounded
theory methodology is a three-step coding process,
which is conducted in an iterative fashion and is
aimed at increasing the reliability [20] of the analysis
of large bodies of unstructured research data. That is,
the coding process tries to foster objective data
analysis and ensures that different coders, regardless
of their level of involvement with the environment
and subjects being studied, will produce the same (or
similar) final data analysis results. The first step, open
coding, involves the identification of emerging cate-

gories in textual data. The second step, axial coding,
involves the identification of relationships between
the categories identified through open coding. The
third and final step, selective coding, involves the
grouping of interrelated categories into theoretical
models [51 – 53,95,96]. The adaptation of this threestep coding process is necessary here because it has
been originally proposed in a very generic format to
allow for its adaptation to specific research needs and
goals [52,95,96].
In the adapted version proposed here for the
specific needs of AR, grounded theory is used for
the summarization of findings into causal models
[10,33] linking independent, moderating, intervening,
and dependent variables derived from the study
[7,11,30,38]. In addition, in the adapted version proposed here, open coding involves the identification of
new variables in any of the stages of the AR cycle, in
addition to the variables related to units of analysis
identified before the AR study begins based on theory
[14]. Each variable is defined as an attribute of a unit
of analysis that can vary on a numeric or non-numeric
scale [38,54,84]. For example, the variable ‘‘cognitive
effort’’, which may be associated with the use of a
particular information technology, is an attribute of
the unit of analysis ‘‘individual’’ that can vary along
an ordinal scale containing the values ‘‘high’’,
‘‘medium’’ and ‘‘low’’. Similarly, the variable ‘‘cost’’
may be associated to a group’s use of a particular
collaboration technology, is an attribute of the unit of
analysis ‘‘group’’, which can vary along a numeric
scale. While open coding is used for the identification
of additional variables (in addition to the ones identified prior to the beginning of the research study),
axial coding becomes then the identification of links
between variables, and selective coding becomes the
identification of dependent variables, which act as
‘‘anchor’’ variables to which a set of interrelated
variables and effects is associated. This process relies
heavily on data tabulation [78] and to some extent on
statistical analysis techniques (e.g., Chi-Square analysis), which will be illustrated later in this paper
through the description of a real IS AR study.
Neither the intermediate steps taken in grounded
theory development, nor the causal models generated
through them necessarily have to be included in all
reports, articles or papers on the AR study. The causal
models generated are the highest level of abstraction
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regarding the findings of the study and serve as both
a high-level representation of the main findings of
the study, and an ‘‘index’’ against which different
pieces of the intermediate research data can be found
[52]. Since the coding of grounded theory is ‘‘directional’’, in that it takes the researcher from raw data
to summarized data (often in tables) and finally to
causal models, it becomes easy for an organized
researcher (i.e., one who keeps organized records of
the intermediate coding stages) to go back to the
intermediate data that led to a particular causal link
identified through selective coding [95,96]. Those
intermediate data can then be shown as supporting
evidence in a publication that focuses on a particular
aspect of the AR study. Grounded theory development
is a laborious process that is often ‘‘hidden’’ in the
background and not explicitly referred to in publications beyond their ‘‘research method’’ sections
[53,95,96].
The grounded theory antidote counteracts the negative effects of all three AR threats when used in
combination with the other methodological antidotes,
and particularly those associated with the subjectivity
threat, as it provides the basis on which to remove
the subjectivity of the analysis of large bodies of
data by fostering inter-coder reliability [20]. While
grounded theory methodology has been extensively
used in qualitative research in general [95,96], explicit
examples of its use in AR are difficult to find. For
example, none of the papers in the two 1993 special
Human Relations issues on AR explicitly employed it
[39], nor did any of the papers in the 2001 special
Information Technology and People issue on IS AR
[65].
4.3. The multiple iterations antidote
The multiple iterations antidote is based on the
conduct of multiple iterations of Susman and Evered’s
[97] AR cycle. One of the reasons for conducting
multiple iterations of the AR cycle is the opportunity
that it allows for collecting cumulative research data
about specific units of analysis in different contexts
and thus strengthening research findings by building
on evidence gathered from previous iterations in the
AR cycle. Ketchum and Trist [61] see the frequency
of the iterations in the AR cycle as likely to decrease
as the match improves between the researcher’s con-
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ception of the phenomenon being studied, expressed
in the causal models comprising the research findings,
and that found as a result of the specifying learning
stage in each subsequent AR cycle.
Multiple iterations of the AR cycle should expand
the research scope, e.g., the areas of the client organization involved in the research, and build up the
generality of the results through the identification of
invariable patterns. The observation of invariable patterns in different contexts is a precondition for claiming external validity of research findings [15,20,29].
The point that multiple iterations of the AR cycle have
the potential to expand the research scope and generality of the results is illustrated in Fig. 2, which depicts
the relationship between research scope and the generality of the causal model describing research findings. The rectangles in the cycles represent each of the
AR cycle stages, where: ‘‘di’’ represents diagnosis,
‘‘ap’’ represents action planning, ‘‘at’’ represents
action taking, ‘‘ev’’ represents evaluating, and ‘‘sl’’
represents specifying learning. The iterations are
named cycle 1, cycle 2, . . .to cycle n, where n is the
total number of iterations in the AR project.
The multiple iterations antidote counteracts the
negative effects of all three AR threats when used in
combination with the other methodological antidotes,
and particularly those associated with the contingency
and uncontrollability threats. Multiple iterations counter the negative effects of the contingency threat by
allowing for the observation of invariable patterns in
different contexts, for which a degree of external
validity can be claimed [15,20,29]. The contribution
of the multiple iterations antidote to counteract the
uncontrollability threat comes from the lower reliance
of the research on single iterations that it fosters, and
the higher likelihood of success in subsequent iterations enabled by the cumulative experience gained
by the researcher as the AR study progresses. In a
single iteration study (i.e., one in which a single
iteration of the AR cycle is conducted), problems
can occur that are outside the sphere of control of
the researcher and that can undermine the data collection and analysis. For example, with multiple
iterations being conducted, the early termination of
an iteration will not have as harmful an effect as if the
entire AR study had been conducted as a single
iteration study. Moreover, in a multi-iteration study,
the experience gained in previous iterations helps the
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Fig. 2. Relationship between research scope and model generality (adapted from Ref. [67]).

researcher avoid situations that may jeopardize the
AR study and come across to the client as more
knowledgeable about the topic being studied and thus
more worthy of the client’s trust. While it seems that
multiple iterations of Susman and Evered’s [97] AR
cycle are advisable, explicit examples of AR conducted through multiple iterations of the AR cycle are
difficult to come by, as most AR studies seem to
traverse the AR cycle only once [39,65].

5. Spotting the threats: a look at a real information
systems action research study
In this section, a real IS AR study is used to
illustrate the occurrence of the three threats, where
the author was the principal investigator. The use of
the antidotes is discussed in the following section. The
study was conducted through four iterations of Susman and Evered’s [97] AR cycle that lasted approximately 4 years and 4 months. One of the iterations,
the first, was conducted in Brazil. The other iterations
were conducted in New Zealand. The focus of the

study was on business process improvement (BPI)
groups supported by Internet-based email conferencing systems, particularly regarding the impact of the
technology on group success. The results of the study
are discussed in more detail elsewhere [63,64]; the
focus here is on the process of conducting AR from
the perspective of the three threats and antidotes
presented in the previous sections.
The first iteration of the AR cycle involved EventsInc (this and the other organizations are referred to
by pseudonyms in this paper), a service firm in Brazil
whose revenues came chiefly from the organization of
large professional and trade events (e.g., exhibitions
and conferences). The second and fourth iterations of
the AR cycle were conducted at CollegeOrg, a comprehensive university in New Zealand. The third
iteration of the AR cycle was conducted at GovernOrg, a branch of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries of New Zealand.
Fig. 3 shows the main chronological stages of the
study along a 4-year time scale that represents the full
duration of the study. The iterations are briefly
described at the bottom of Fig. 3. The top part of
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Fig. 3. Chronological view of the IS AR study.

Fig. 3 briefly describes instances of each of the three
threats at their relative location on the time scale. The
following subsections describe the motivation and
theory behind the study, the structure of the BPI
groups, data collection and analysis, and the different
iterations of the study. A discussion of the threats is
provided within sidebars at the points they emerged in
the different iterations of the AR cycle (also indicated
in Fig. 3).
5.1. Motivation and theoretical background
The research topic emerged from the researcher’s
work as a consultant, which involved facilitating
business process improvement (BPI) groups in a
variety of companies and helping them implement

new improved business processes with information
technologies. Most of the BPI groups facilitated
involved members from different departments who
discussed and tried to solve problems related to a
business process whose component activities they had
to routinely perform as part of their job.
In many organizations, participation in face-to-face
BPI groups is disruptive for their members, since very
often those members are not co-located. Given this, it
seemed that BPI groups could benefit from the use of
computer-mediated communication systems that
allowed their members to interact in a distributed
and asynchronous manner. When this study began,
several technologies incorporated support for distributed and asynchronous electronic communication.
One such technology was Internet-based email confer-
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encing (IEC). IEC seemed particularly appropriate to
support BPI groups because it relied on an underlying
technology, Internet email, which was simple and
ubiquitous enough to enable seamless inter-organizational communication.
With some notable exceptions (see, e.g., Refs. [35,
36,74]), most of the empirical evidence from the literature suggested grim expectations regarding the
effect of IEC support on BPI groups, as electronic
communication media have consistently been seen as
less appropriate than the face-to-face medium to
support the type of complex and knowledge-ridden
communication that usually takes place in BPI groups
[1,80 – 82,90,98].
The majority of the empirical evidence mentioned
above was consistent with a few influential theories of
organizational communication, such as social presence
theory [92], and media richness theory [31]. These
theories led to the conclusion that for group tasks as
complex (or ‘‘equivocal’’, in media richness theory
terminology) as BPI, asynchronous computer mediation would lead to outcomes that would be ‘‘worse’’
than those likely to be achieved by BPI groups interacting face-to-face [75]. On the other hand, another
influential theoretical model, the social influence
model [43,75], argued that social influences could
strongly shape individual behavior toward technology
in ways that are relatively independent of technology
traits. The social influence model suggested that certain social influences (e.g., perceived group mandate,
peer expectations of individual behavior) could lead
BPI members to adapt their use of technology in ways
that were inconsistent with predictions based on the
social presence and media richness theories, and
achieve successful results. Therefore, a detailed investigation of IEC-supported BPI groups, focusing on the
impact of IEC support on the success of the groups,
seemed to combine practical relevance with the potential to contribute to a better understanding of these
theoretical contradictions.
5.2. Data collection and analysis
The first iteration of the AR cycle provided anecdotal data about the potentially positive benefit of IEC
support for BPI groups. This was confirmed based on
a more focused data collection and analysis conducted
in the second, third and fourth iterations of the AR

cycle. In those iterations, perception frequency-based
analyses of interviews triangulated with participant
observation notes, electronic postings and other documents suggested that while BPI group members
perceived IEC as a poor medium for BPI-related communication, IEC support caused a reduction in BPI
group cost, an increase in the quality of the process
redesign recommendations generated by BPI groups,
and an increase in the rate of success of BPI groups.
Fig. 4 summarizes aggregate research data obtained in
the second, third and fourth iterations of the AR cycle
regarding BPI group cost, outcome quality (i.e.,
quality of process redesign recommendations), and
success.
The group cost and outcome quality summaries at
the top of Fig. 4 refer to interview data and show the
distribution of answers from BPI group members to
questions in which they were asked about the impact
of IEC support on group cost and outcome quality.
The frequency distributions shown at the top of Fig. 4
were highly correlated with those of the BPI groups
that succeeded (see bottom of Fig. 4), with Pearson
correlation coefficients of 0.68 and above; the correlation coefficients were lower for the BPI groups that
failed. Interviews were conducted with process improvement group members and addressed perceived
differences between face-to-face and IEC groups they
had participated in. To avoid perception bias, interview answers were probed deeply for rationale, personal motivations and other factors that could bias
perceptions, as well as triangulated with other sources
of data. Sixty-two structured and over one hundred
unstructured interviews were conducted. The structured interviews, the core source of evidence in this
study, were taped and later transcribed. They
employed an ‘‘in-depth interviewing’’ method proposed by Sommer and Sommer [94], lasted from 45
min to 2.5 h each, and were based on open-ended
questions. The open-ended questions used in structured interviews were worded in a neutral way so as
not to induce any specific answer. Each question was
accompanied by the follow up question ‘‘Why?’’ and
other related questions to clarify the interviewees’
motivations for their answers, allow for the screening
and elimination of ambiguous answers, and generate
perception-related qualitative data that could be used
for content analysis. The frequency distributions of
interview answers were tested for statistical signifi-
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Fig. 4. Summary of the research data on group cost, outcome quality, and success.

cance using the Chi-Square technique. The ChiSquare tests excluded ambiguous and ‘‘I don’t know’’
answers (both placed in the ‘‘I don’t know’’ category when frequency distributions were calculated),
which added robustness to the results. The frequency distributions of answers in interviews were similar
for CollegeOrg and GovernOrg (Cronbach Alpha =
0.72).
The group success summary at the bottom of Fig.
4 refers to a categorization of groups as successful
or not according to success criteria proposed by the
BPI literature [18,32,56]. The group CollegeOrg.G1
was conducted at CollegeOrg in the second iteration
of the AR cycle. The groups CollegeOrg.G2 to
CollegeOrg.G6 are the five BPI groups that were
conducted at CollegeOrg during the fourth iteration
of the AR cycle. The groups GovernOrg.G1 to GovernOrg.G6 are the six BPI groups conducted at
GovernOrg during third iteration of the AR cycle.
These iterations are described in some detail in the
following sections.
As it can be seen in Fig. 4, 88.7% of the
participants felt that IEC support decreased group

cost. The perception trend toward a decrease in group
cost due to IEC support was very skewed and
statistically significant (Chi-Square>100, P < 0.01).
Most of the respondents described the reduction in
cost as being ‘‘drastic’’, and as being caused by a
virtual elimination of travel and accommodation
costs, a reduction in the total amount of time required
from them to participate in group discussions, and a
reduction in the costs associated with disruption of
normal activities normally caused by face-to-face
meetings.
As shown in Fig. 4, group outcome quality, or the
quality of the process redesign recommendations
generated by BPI groups, was perceived by 43.5%
of the participants as having been increased by IEC
support. The perception trend toward an increase in
group outcome quality was statistically significant
(Chi-Square = 5.84, P < 0.05). The two main reasons
independently provided by BPI group members to
explain why they thought IEC support had increased
group outcome quality were a better quality of
individual contributions and a higher departmental
heterogeneity than in similar face-to-face process
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improvement initiatives, both seen as fostered by IEC
support. On the other hand, 21% of the BPI group
members perceived a decrease in quality associated
with the IEC support. The main and virtually only
reason provided to explain this perception was that
the IEC medium was not as ‘‘good’’, ‘‘rich’’, or
‘‘appropriate’’ as the face-to-face medium for BPI
group discussions, increasing the level of ambiguity
in them. Compilations of electronic postings suggest
that, in most cases, those who perceived a decrease in
group outcome quality due to IEC support had not
participated actively in the BPI group discussions, in
some cases having completely withdrawn from the
discussions right after their start. Also, most of those
members were from BPI groups that failed.
The bottom part of Fig. 4 suggests that four out of
the six process improvement groups conducted at
CollegeOrg, as well as four out of the six BPI groups
conducted at GovernOrg, were successful. The criteria
for success used were derived from the BPI literature—
BPI attempts are considered successful if the recommended process changes are implemented fully or
partially and lead to positive observable results
[18,23,27,32,56]. The results summarized in Fig. 4
indicate that, overall, 8 out of 12 groups were successful, which yields a total success rate of 67%. This
success rate is over twice the success rate of BPI
attempts based on total quality management and business process re-engineering principles, which the literature suggests to be around 30% or less [23,27]. That
is, the rate of success of the IEC-supported BPI groups
studied was significantly higher than the average
suggested by the literature.
In summary, the results above suggest a reduction in
BPI group cost, an increase in BPI group outcome
quality, and an increase in success rate of BPI groups,
as associated with IEC support. The results partially
support and, at the same time, contradict the social
presence [92] and media richness [31] theories. While
the evidence suggesting that IEC was consistently
perceived as a poor medium for BPI-related communication partially supports the theories, the increase in
the quality of the process redesign recommendations
generated by the groups and in their success rate
contradicts expectations based on the theories. Fulk
et al.’s [43] social influence model provides a explanation for these contradictory results, by showing that
social influences (e.g., perceived group mandate, peer

expectations of individual behavior) could lead BPI
members to adapt their use of technology in ways that
are inconsistent with predictions based on the social
presence and media richness theories, and achieve
successful results by compensating for the obstacles
posed by a medium of low social presence and richness. This is what seems to have happened, as indicated
by one of the two key explanations provided by BPI
group members who perceived an increase in group
outcome quality, which was a perceived increase in the
quality of individual contributions fostered by the IEC
medium. Therefore, the combination of the social
presence and media richness theories with the social
influence model provides a solid basis on which to
fully understand the results summarized above.
From an empirical perspective, the findings contradict most of the empirical literature on distributed
group support systems [1,80 – 82,90,98], and provide
the basis on which to argue that rational choice
[31,92] and social theories [43] of organizational
communication can be combined to understand the
behavior of complex and knowledge-intensive groups
in real organizational situations. Previously, these
types of theories had often been pitted against each
other and presented as incompatible.
Below, a description of each of the iterations of the
AR cycle is provided. These iterations led to the
results summarized above. Their description highlights the three threats of AR, which are discussed
at the points they emerged within the iterations. A
discussion of how the methodological antidotes were
employed to deal with the threats is provided in the
section following the sections describing the four
iterations of the AR cycle below.
5.3. The first iteration of action research cycle:
EventsInc in Brazil
5.3.1. Diagnosing
EventsInc’s local area network of computers was
not working properly, which prevented the full
deployment of an email package they had purchased
a while ago. Since the researcher was interested on the
impact of IEC support on BPI groups, which required
a working email system, and had some local area
network installation and set up skills, EventsInc saw
this as an opportunity to have their technical networking problems solved.
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5.3.2. Action planning
Client organization and researcher planned to conduct the iteration of the AR cycle over approximately
1 year, starting with the solution of the networking
problems and then moving on to the running of IECsupported BPI groups.
5.3.3. Action taking
The computer networking problems were fixed
and the email conferencing system was installed
without any major problems, but a little later than
originally planned. The system allowed BPI groups
to post electronic messages onto mailboxes created
for each group discussion. Twenty-six BPI groups
were conducted. The first 11 of those BPI groups
interacted only face-to-face because the email conferencing system was not yet available; the others
conducted most of the discussions via the IEC
system. Most of the groups generated BPI proposals
in no more than 40 days, which were in most cases
implemented immediately after the completion of the
BPI groups.
At the end of the ‘‘action taking’’ stage in the first
iteration of the AR cycle, a bizarre turn of events
(described in the sidebar below) took place. This turn
of events provides a good illustration of the uncontrollability threat.
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5.3.4. Evaluating
Given the turn of events described above, there
was urgency to analyze the data for the report to the
acquiring company. Anecdotal evidence from interviews triangulated with participant observation notes,
electronic postings and other documents suggested
that the project had been very successful from an
organization-wide perspective, even though its final
outcome had been less than positive in the eyes of
several of its key members. Significant efficiency
gains in local processes due to the decentralization
of access to information, a major simplification of the
organization’s departmental structure, and an increase
in revenues were the main bottom-line results of the
changes brought about by the BPI groups.
5.3.5. Specifying learning
Having just left the research site, the researcher
found himself overwhelmed not only by the large
body of data to be analyzed but also by important
decisions that had to be made in order for him to be
able to produce what he saw as ‘‘relevant knowledge’’. Producing such knowledge is the main goal
of the ‘‘specifying learning’’ stage of the AR cycle
[97].
At this point, it became clear that the researcher’s
broad and unfocused data collection had led him to

The uncontrollability threat
The truth about EventInc’s management’s real intentions
The researcher expected EventsInc’s management to want competitors to be as far away as possible from
the company’s premises so as to prevent them from copying EventsInc’s new approach to BPI. Nevertheless,
in several occasions, the chief executive officer invited the owners of a competing company to see the
intermediate results of the project. The visitors, who were introduced to the researcher as ‘‘some friends’’ by
the chief executive officer, usually asked the researcher questions about the impact of BPI groups on
EventsInc’s bottom line (e.g., sustained increases in sales, profitability, etc.).
Approximately 9 months into the project, the researcher heard from one irate executive that EventsInc was
undergoing the first stages of an amicable acquisition by a competitor, who turned out to be the one whose
representatives had been visiting EventsInc and asking him questions. The AR iteration was discontinued and
the researcher was asked to conduct an analysis of the project and summarize it in a report for the acquiring
company.
As soon as the news about the acquisition became public, key employees left the company in disgust.
Conversations with management and employees suggested that the general feeling was that the BPI project
had been used to ‘‘add market value’’ to the company.
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fall prey to AR’s contingency threat, which is discussed in the sidebar below. He had not been able to
collect enough data to reach valid conclusions about

the impact of technology on BPI groups, and the turn
of events since the announcement of the acquisition
prevented him from collecting any additional data.

The contingency threat
The broad and unfocused data collection led to very context-specific lessons
Every observable event, comment by a BPI group member, printed document, electronic posting, etc., had
been a data point for the researcher, which led him to observe a number of effects that could have influenced
BPI group success. The combination of this abundance of data with the company sell-out made him lose focus
and consider research questions that had nothing to do with his initial theoretical motivations. For example,
should the use of groupware-supported BPI by management as a means of (unethically) adding value to a
soon-to-be-sold company be the main focus of his analysis, or should the target of his analysis be the impact
of groupware on BPI groups?
The researcher eventually decided to use the data that he had at hand to try to reach some conclusions
about the impact of IEC support at the group level of analysis. His unfocused data collection led him to reach
conclusions that were very tentative and accompanied by several caveats and limitations. No unequivocal
theoretical conclusions were possible.

5.4. The second iteration of the action research cycle:
CollegeOrg in New Zealand

could help solve these problems in a more expedited
fashion than a face-to-face group.

Soon after the first iteration was completed, the
researcher migrated to New Zealand (something that
he had planned to do, for personal reasons), and
continued his research on IEC-supported BPI groups
there. The second iteration of the AR cycle, carried
out at CollegeOrg, was narrow is scope, and helped
the researcher become familiar with the New Zealand
culture as well as establish a solid basis for further
iterations in that country.

5.4.2. Action planning
The researcher quickly designed and implemented
an IEC system similar to the one he had developed at
EventsInc. The instructor mentioned above invited
several individuals to participate in the BPI group.
The instructor planned to address the course problems
through an IEC-supported BPI group discussion lasting no more than 3 months so that the agreed upon
changes in the process (i.e., the process of teaching the
course) could be implemented in time for the following
semester.

5.4.1. Diagnosing
CollegeOrg had recently developed a hands-on
introductory computing course covering a number of
software applications, including email, group decision
support systems, Internet Web browsers, word processors, spreadsheets and data base management systems. While attracting much interest from students,
with about 100 enrolments per semester, the course
had recently been the focus of many student complaints related to course design, level of work
required, computer lab scheduling and other related
issues. One of the instructors involved in teaching the
course thought that an IEC-supported BPI group

5.4.3. Action taking
The BPI group lasted 33 days and comprised seven
members from a computer support area and one
academic department. The interaction in the group
comprised 21 postings, and a number of one-on-one
phone and face-to-face conversations. According to
estimates provided by group members, the vast majority of the time spent by group members in the group
discussion was in interactions through the IEC system,
with a small amount of time spent in oral one-on-one
interactions. The group was completed in time for the
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implementation of the process changes to be assessed
in the following semester. The impact of the process
changes was assessed through a survey of student
perceptions about the course. The survey covered most
of the points targeted by the BPI group. It indicated a
remarkable improvement in the quality of the course,
when compared with a previous survey performed in
the previous semester.
5.4.4. Evaluating
Perception frequency analyses of interviews triangulated with participant observation notes, electronic
postings and other documents suggested that, while
BPI group members perceived IEC as a poor medium
for BPI-related communication, BPI group cost had
been reduced (due to a reduction in the total amount
of time required from members to participate in group
discussions) and the quality of the process redesign
recommendations generated by the group had been
increased by IEC support. These effects, when combined, suggested that IEC support could increase the
success of BPI groups, but it was clear that more
evidence was needed to assess the validity of this
conclusion.
5.4.5. Specifying learning
The results from the ‘‘evaluating’’ stage both supported and contradicted the social presence [92] and
media richness [31] theories. The majority perception
that IEC was a poor medium for BPI-related communication partially supported the theories. However, the
apparent increase in the quality of the process redesign
recommendations generated by the group contradicted
the theories. As predicted, Fulk et al.’s [43] social
influence model provided an explanation for these
contradictory results.
5.5. The third iteration of the action research cycle:
GovernOrg in New Zealand
The third iteration of the AR cycle involved circumstances close to ideal for the evaluation of the impact of
IEC on BPI groups. Not only did GovernOrg conduct
BPI groups before, primarily face-to-face and without
the support of electronic communication tools, but it
also presented a very geographically fragmented office
distribution in New Zealand, which rendered it a prime
client for an AR project involving IEC-supported BPI
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groups. However, this iteration also gave the researcher
a ‘‘taste’’ of AR’s subjectivity threat.
5.5.1. Diagnosing
GovernOrg’s chief executive officer had recently
issued a warning about the prospect of imminent
deregulation of New Zealand’s food production sector,
whose government-mandated quality standards were
inspected by GovernOrg, and the consequent privatization of GovernOrg, which would then become an
independent auditing and consulting firm. GovernOrg’s management viewed IEC-supported BPI groups
as an opportunity to improve several of GovernOrg’s
processes in time so it could be prepared for the
transition from a government branch to a private firm.
5.5.2. Action planning
The researcher quickly implemented an IEC system
similar to the one that had been used at CollegeOrg in
the previous iteration of the AR cycle, a task that was
made easier by the fact that both CollegeOrg and
GovernOrg used the same email server software—
Novell Groupwise (Novell Corp.). It was decided that
the availability of the IEC system for the conduct of
BPI groups, as well as the researcher’s technical
facilitation, would be announced to managers and
employees, who would also be invited to voluntarily
form and conduct BPI groups using the IEC system
with the researcher’s technical facilitation.
5.5.3. Action taking
Six BPI groups were conducted. The groups lasted
from 10 to 29 days, had from 5 to 15 members, and
altogether involved 47 managers and employees from
18 different office sites spread throughout New Zealand. Each office site typically supplied a number of
services to customers in a town or city and vicinities.
In most BPI groups, the process redesign recommendations were implemented with observable increases
in process efficiency and/or solution of quality-related
problems.
5.5.4. Evaluating
Perception frequency analyses of interviews triangulated with participant observation notes, electronic
postings and other documents again suggested that
BPI group members perceived IEC as a poor medium
for BPI-related communication. Also, the data again
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suggested a reduction in BPI group cost and an
increase in the quality of the process redesign recommendations generated by the groups. According to
success criteria proposed by the BPI literature, the rate
of success of the BPI groups conducted at GovernOrg
had been approximately 67%, which was over twice
the approximately 30% success rate reported in the
BPI literature for BPI groups in general. That is, the
evidence in this iteration was very similar to that

obtained in the previous iteration and pointed at the
same technology effects.
At the beginning of the ‘‘specifying learning’’ stage
in the third iteration of the AR cycle, a conflict erupted
between a senior manager from GovernOrg and the
researcher, which is described in the sidebar below.
This conflict and its consequent biasing effect on the
researcher’s interpretation of part of the research data,
provide a good illustration of AR’s subjectivity threat.

The subjectivity threat
A conflict with a senior manager biased the researcher’s interpretation of the evidence
At GovernOrg, two senior executives who reported directly to the chief executive officer had sanctioned
the AR iteration to be conducted in their divisions. It became clear as the research progressed that these two
senior executives had very different personalities and management styles. One adopted a very democratic and
consultative management style, whereas the other adopted a much more autocratic style. Their perceptions of
IEC-supported BPI groups were equally distinct. The democratic manager’s view of IEC-supported BPI
groups was very positive. The autocratic manager, on the other hand, felt that IEC-supported BPI groups were
‘‘a big waste of time’’, as well as an ‘‘obstacle’’ to swift senior management decisions.
The researcher had not been given an office at GovernOrg. Therefore, he usually conducted interviews in
either the interviewee’s office or the local cafeteria. In the middle of one of those interviews, at one of the
tables in the cafeteria, the autocratic manager approached him and said, in a loud voice, that he had a ‘‘very
cushy’’ lifestyle, since he (i.e., the researcher) was always ‘‘taking breaks’’ at the cafeteria.
The researcher was offended by the unfair public reprimand by the autocratic manager. His self-pity and
pride led him to explain the incident based on the notion that electronic communication empowers employees
[28] and that autocratic managers, like the one who had just accused him of having a ‘‘very cushy’’ lifestyle,
do not know how to deal with that empowerment very well.
However, while coding data from an interview with the autocratic manager, conducted after the incident at
the cafeteria, and comparing it with his participant observation notes, it became clear that one of the
researcher’s actions at the beginning of the research iteration had potentially had a much stronger impact than
technology itself on how the autocratic manager perceived the researcher and anything that had to do with
him, including the IEC-supported BPI groups. Early in the third iteration of the AR cycle, the researcher had
conducted a simple quality and productivity audit at GovernOrg. That audit, which was conveyed to both
managers, revealed that the productivity (assessed by standard metrics such as ‘‘revenues per employee’’) of
the democratic manager’s division was higher than that of the autocratic manager’s division.
5.5.5. Specifying learning
As with the previous iteration of the AR cycle, the
results of the ‘‘evaluating’’ stage in this iteration of the
AR cycle supported and, at the same time, contradicted
the social presence [92] and media richness [31]
theories. Again, as in the previous iteration of the AR
cycle, Fulk et al.’s [43] social influence model seemed
to provide a complementary explanation for these
contradictory results.

5.6. The fourth iteration of the action research cycle:
CollegeOrg in New Zealand
The similarity between the findings of the second
and third iterations of the AR cycle suggested,
according to the ‘‘saturation’’ criterion proposed by
Ketchum and Trist [61], that the AR study could be
concluded after the third iteration. However, the
researcher felt that he should go back to CollegeOrg
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and collect more BPI group data to ensure that the
findings of the second iteration were not idiosyncratic. He did this in his fourth iteration of the AR
cycle.
5.6.1. Diagnosing
After the second iteration of the AR cycle was
concluded, CollegeOrg’s president had launched an
organization-wide initiative to enhance CollegeOrg’s
image as a top-quality tertiary education institution in
New Zealand. A number of process efficiency and
quality gaps were identified as a result of this initiative. Since the researcher had been discussing his AR
study with several of CollegeOrg’s faculty and staff
while conducting the third iteration of the AR cycle at
GovernOrg, many of them saw IEC-supported BPI
groups as a way to deal with the productivity and
quality gaps identified as a result of CollegeOrg’s
president’s initiative.
5.6.2. Action planning
Several interested faculty and staff approached the
researcher to provide technical facilitation for voluntary BPI groups using the IEC system employed at
CollegeOrg in the second iteration of the AR cycle. It
was decided that five BPI groups, whose membership
and general problems to be addressed had been agreed
upon in advance, would be conducted with the
researcher’s technical facilitation. This would also
allow the researcher to collect data about the same
number of groups, i.e., six, in CollegeOrg and GovernOrg, which provided some balance of data sources
to his AR study.
5.6.3. Action taking
As planned, five BPI groups were conducted. The
groups lasted from 32 to 54 days, had from 7 to 13
members, and altogether involved 48 faculty and staff
from 15 different departments. In most BPI groups the
process redesign recommendations were implemented
with observable increases in process efficiency and/or
solution of quality-related problems.
5.6.4. Evaluating
Perception frequency analyses of interviews triangulated with participant observation notes, electronic
postings and other documents again suggested that BPI
group members perceived IEC as a poor medium for
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BPI-related communication. Also, the data again suggested a reduction in BPI group cost and an increase in
the quality of the process redesign recommendations
generated by the group. Again, according to success
criteria proposed by the BPI literature, the rate of
success of the BPI groups conducted at CollegeOrg
was over twice the average reported in the BPI literature. That is, the evidence in this iteration was very
similar to that obtained in the two previous iterations
and pointed at the same technology effects.
5.6.5. Specifying learning
As with the two previous iterations of the AR
cycle, the results of the ‘‘evaluating’’ stage in this
iteration of the AR cycle supported and, at the same
time, contradicted the social presence [92] and media
richness [31] theories. Again, as in the two previous
iterations of the AR cycle, Fulk et al.’s [43] social
influence model provided a plausible explanation for
these contradictory results.

6. Applying the methodological antidotes
As mentioned before, the combined use of the three
methodological antidotes—unit of analysis, grounded
theory, and multiple iterations—has the potential to
counteract the negative effects of all three AR threats—
uncontrollability, contingency and subjectivity. The
unit of analysis antidote drives the cumulative collection and analysis of data about the same unit of analysis
in different contexts, which counteracts the contingency threat by reducing the context-specificity of
the research findings regarding units of analysis about
which cumulative data was collected and analyzed.
The grounded theory antidote entails the use of a
reliable research data coding method that makes data
analysis more objective, which counteracts the subjectivity threat. The multiple iterations antidote entails
the conduct of AR through multiple iterations of the
AR cycle, which counteracts the uncontrollability
threat by reducing the impact that events outside the
sphere of control of the researcher, such as the early
termination of one single iteration, have on the AR
study as a whole. This is summarized in Table 2, which
also describes specific instances in the AR study just
reviewed that illustrate the contribution of the methodological antidotes to counteracting the threats.
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Table 2
Application of the methodological antidotes
Threat

Uncontrollability

Contingency

Subjectivity

Antidote

Multiple iterations

Unit of analysis

Grounded theory

General result

The decision to perform
multiple iterations of the
AR cycle reduced the
impact of events outside
the researcher’s sphere of
control from negatively
affecting the AR study
as a whole.
Even though the first
iteration contributed
little to the final findings,
it helped the researcher
gain experience that he
used in subsequent iterations.

The study of different
instances of the same
unit of analysis,
BPI group, in different
contexts countered the
contingency threat.

The grounded theory coding
process made the data analysis
more objective and less likely
to be contaminated by the
researcher’s personal biases.

The focus on the unit
of analysis ‘‘BPI group’’
made the findings obtained
in and after the second
iteration less ‘‘contingent’’
on context than those in
the first iteration.

The systematic coding and
summarization of data
forced the researcher to
review his initial explanation
for the autocratic manager’s
hostility in the third iteration.

Specific result

The researcher’s decision to conduct the study
through multiple iterations of the AR cycle, which
is the essence of the multiple iterations antidote, led
him to use the experience obtained in previous
iterations to avoid problems that characterize the
uncontrollability threat of AR. For example, it led
him to turn down an invitation from a chief executive
officer of a New Zealand company who seemed to
view the AR study as an opportunity to impose a BPI
program on his employees in order to obtain a quality
certification; an invitation that took place in between
the first and the second iterations of the AR cycle.
Moreover, the use of multiple iterations prevented the
early, and relatively ‘‘traumatic’’, termination of the
first iteration of the AR cycle from compromising the
AR study as a whole.
The researcher’s decision to focus his data collection and analysis on a specific unit of analysis, which is
the essence of the unit of analysis antidote, in and after
the second iteration of the AR cycle, led him to
generate findings with potentially high external validity [15,20,29], and thus avoid the contingency threat. It
did so by allowing the researcher to observe patterns
related to the same unit of analysis, the ‘‘BPI group’’,
which repeated themselves in different contexts.
Among these patterns were a reduction in group cost,
an increase in group outcome quality, and an increase in
group success, in connection with the use of the IEC
system by group members.

Finally, the researcher’s decision to employ the
three-stage coding process prescribed by Glaser and
Strauss’s [53] grounded theory methodology, which is
the essence of the grounded theory antidote, in and
after the second iteration of the AR cycle, helped
him counter the subjectivity threat by allowing the
researcher to analyze the research data in a more
objective way, thus preventing his personal biases
from clouding his research conclusions. The systematic coding and summarization of data that characterizes grounded theory methodology led the researcher
to evidence that forced him to review his technology-based explanation for the autocratic manager’s
hostility toward him at the end of the third iteration
of the AR cycle, and consider the alternative explanation that his own previous actions had triggered that
hostility.

7. Conclusion
The discussion of threats and antidotes, conducted
in this paper, illustrates an area of methodological
inquiry that has met with some resistance in certain
AR circles in the past [57,88,89], but that can potentially lead to highly desirable outcomes, which is the
adaptation and use of established research methods
and techniques in the context of AR. The resistance
has been motivated by the assumption held in some
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AR circles that AR is somehow opposed to positivism, and thus should not adhere to positivist research
methods and techniques [67,89]. This creates problems, since a large number of very useful research
methods, techniques, and notions, have been developed in the context of positivist research, including
the unit of analysis method [30,38,104– 106] and the
notion that external validity is a desirable research
outcome [15,29], both employed and espoused,
respectively, in this paper.
This paper looks beyond the ‘‘AR versus positivism’’ debate, and it does so for a reason. The reason
is the argument made by Kock and Lau [65] that AR
and positivism can hardly be placed in the same
conceptual category. Arguably, AR is a research
approach, like experimental research, not an epistemology, like positivism or interpretivism [58,83,99].
Thus, comparing AR with positivism is equivalent to
comparing a ‘‘painting technique’’ (e.g., oil painting)
with a ‘‘school of painting’’ (e.g., impressionism).
That is, in the same way that oil painting cannot be
directly compared with impressionism, AR cannot be
directly compared with positivism. Thus AR cannot
be opposed to positivism, even though it may not be
the most appropriate research approach for traditional
positivist inquiry [65]. Once this notion is more
widely accepted by those who practice AR, the debate
between them and those who subscribe to other
research approaches that fall into the broad category
of ‘‘positivist research’’ will be replaced by cooperation in the search for solutions to longstanding methodological challenges.
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1. DSS Foundations
(e.g., DSS principles, concepts, and theories; frameworks,
formal languages, and methods for DSS research; tutorials
about the nature of DSS; assessments of the DSS field)
2. DSS Development-Functionality
(e.g., methods, tools, and techniques for developing the
underlying functional aspects of a DSS; solver / model management; data management in DSSs; rule management and
AI in DSSs; coordinating a DSS’s functionality within its user
interface)
3. DSS Development-Interfaces
(e.g., methods, tools, and techniques for developing the
overt user interface of a DSS; managing linguistic, presentation, and user knowledge in a DSS; DSS help facilities; coordinating a DSS’s interface events with its functionality
events)
4. DSS Impacts and Evaluation
(e.g., DSS economics; DSS measurement; DSS impacts on
individual users, multiparticipant users, organizations, and
societies; evaluating / justifying DSSs)

6. DSS Experiences, Management, and Education
(e.g., experiences in developing or operating DSSs; system
solutions to specific decision support needs; approaches to
managing DSSs; DSS instruction / training approaches)
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